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thursday, april 29, 1976 
Ratchford To Propose 
Fee Increase 
Editor's note: The following is a copy of the letter written by University 
President Ratchford concerning the raising of student fees, and to the Board of 
Curators, and Presidents of student governments. Copies were sent to all !Our 
campuses. A meeting was held April 26 with et:an Paul Ponder, various 
members of the administration, and representatives of the UMR student 
governments. . 
And following is a copy of the reply draft~ .by student representatives at the 
same meeting on April 26, concerning the ralsrng of fees. 
We are reaching the point 
where the perimeters of the 
University's operating ap-
propriation for fiscal 1976-77 are 
becoming clear. But there 
remain unanswered questions 
on both available revenue and 
necessary and desirable ex-
pendi tures. 
The circumstances put us in a 
difficult time constraint. We 
cannot, at the coming curatos' 
meeting, make a final deter-
mination on our budget. Yet, 
most of our students will be 
leaving the campuses for the 
summer months, and we have 
been trying to involve students 
as well as faculty in budget 
thinking. 
At this time, I am asking the 
chancellors to call together a 
representation of students, and 
to discuss with appropriate 
faculty and staff, a recom-
mendation I plan to make to the 
Board of Cur a tors. 
I intend to propose a fee in-
crease of $30 per term, with 
attendant increases in non-
resident tuition. 
I intend to make this proposal 
regardless of the final ap-
propriation figure. This is a 
change from my earlier 
judgment. It has seemed to me 
that if the University received 
an appropriation increase of no 
more than the governor 
recommended, we could not 
obtain funds from other sour-
ces, including fees , sufficient to 
provide any salary and wage 
increase. Therefore, we would 
not seek a fee increase. 
However, after consultation 
with many groups and in-
dividuals in the University 
community , my judgment now 
is that we should provide for 
some modest compensation 
improvements. Exactly what 
they may be - what fringe 
benefit adjustments we might 
make, for example - I am no 
yet prepared to recommend. 
But I do feel we need revenue in 
addition to the appropriation 
increase to give us financial 
flexibility . 
would add approximately $3.3 
million to our revenue in fiscal 
1976-77. 
Let me reiterate some figures 
which previously have been 
given: 
.. Increased operating ap-
propriation recommended by 
the governor 
$5.8 million 
.. Increased operating ap-
propriation a pproved by the 
General Assembly 
$7.6 million 
.. Estimated increases in non-
state revenues for general 
operations 
$1.1 million 
.. Cost increases of virtually 
mandatory items (Some of 
these items can be postponed.) 
$7.5 million 
What this means is that, with 
an additional $3.3 million in fee 
and tuition income, we could 
meet our mandatory cost in-
creases and have at least $2.7 
million for compensation ad-
justments of soII.!e kind. IT the 
General Assembly figure 
prevails , we would have $4.5 
million for compensation ad-
justments. Some additional 
amount might be obtained for 
reallocation through program 
reduction and phase-{)ut. In any 
event , the adjustments would be 
modest , for 1 per cent of our 
direct payroll cost amounts to 
$1.5 million. 
Let me add that I appreciate 
the work of the University 
system committee of faculty, 
staff and students which has 
been examining the fee 
structure . I antiCipate receiving 
the recommendations soon, 
although we will not be able to 
put those recommendations into 
practice for the coming sum-




The students at UMR would 
support an increase in student 
fees to retain and improve the 
quality of education in the 
University. This improvement 
in educational quality will come 
through more competitive 
faculty salaries and increased 
operating budgets for academic 
departments. However, the 
students feel the present level of 
state appropriations is 
inadequate as evidenced from 
the Chronicle of Higher 
Education issue of March 8, 
1976. Therefore any fee increase 
should be made only in con-
junction with an increased 
operating appropriation as 
approved by the General 
Assembly for the University for 
1976-1977, together with a 
reduction of administrative 
costs within the University. 
rolla, missouri 
volume 6)(. number 31 
UMR Concrete Canoe 
Ready For 
Spring Races 
ROLLA, Mo., April - Once The second event will be the 
Igain concrete canoes hit the following Saturday, May I, in 
vater! And the terms "back- Manhattan, Kan. That is the Jrd 
Jaddle, " "power stroke," and annual Big Eight Concrete 
'J-stroke" are being studied by Canoe Race and participants 
;everal ci vil engineering are canoes built by students 
;tudents at the University of from Big Eight universities and 
Missour-Rolla this spring. entries from a few other in-
The students are members of stitutions with special in-
UMR's concrete canoe crew vitations. 
who will be competing in not In 1973, UMR entered the 
one, but two races between concrete canoe race sponsored 
specimens of the unusual craft. by Purdue University and held 
"'This year we completed our in Indianapolis, Ind. The UMR 
canoe in time to get in a little entry won 13th place in a field of 
practice on paddling and w30 after having sunk ignobly 
racing," says Doug Gawlik, a on national TV during a prac-
senior, " In the past , the canoe tice run. 
didn't get finished until just In 1974, Big Eight students 
before it was time to go to the decided to hold their own 
race. " contest in Manhattan, Kan. The 
Gawlik is a member of the first year, UMR's entry came in 
UMR student chapter of the second and last year it was 9th 
American SOCiety of Civil in a field of 15 entries. (As 
Engineers, sponsors of UMR's mentioned earlier, that was the 
participation in both events. He canoe that rode a little low in 
is chairman of the canoe con- the water). 
struction team and one of the Regulations for the races 
crew members. provide for several heats with 
"We think we have a real student crews and one with 
winner this year," he continues. faculty members as crew. This 
"Our canoe only weighs 170 year, for the first time, one of 
pounds - the lightest one we've the heats in each race will 
ever made. And the gunwales specify that crew members by 
are high enough that it shouldn't women students. 
ship water. That was the main "All this may sound a little 
problem last year. This new frivolous," says Dr. Malisch, 
canoe seems to maneuver associate professor of civil 
pretty well, too." engineering and faculty con· 
The first race this spring is sultant to the construction crew, 
the All Missouri Concrete Canoe "but it's quite an education for 
Regatta which takes place the students. It involves them in 
Saturday, April 24, on the Post- structural design of the canoe, 
Dispatch Lake, Forest Park, St. proportioning the mortar mix 
Louis. Canoes partiCipating are used, building the forms and 
those built by UMR, civil actual construction of the 
engineering students at the canoe. They can start a projecf 
University of Missouri- and follow it all the way 
Columbia and Washington through, from design to per· 
University and one built by formance testing in just a fe\\ 
members of the Cement months. And that alone makes if 
Mason's local No. 527 in St. a good educational ex. 
Louis. perience." 
A $30 per term fee increase, 
and attendant tuition increases, 
C. Brice Ratchford 
President 
University of Missouri 
Yes, it is·a concrete canoe and yes, it ·floats. Civil engineering students at the 
University of Missouri-Rolla test this year's entry in two races held for these 
unusua I crafts ... the All Missouri RegaHa and the Big Eight Concrete Canoe 
Race. 
bullboard 
RUSH IN CONCERT 
Rush will be in concer t in the multipurpose building, 
May 1, at 7:30. The doors will open at 7:00 and the 
concert will be closed to the public. UMR students will 
be admitted free and may bring one guest per 10. 
Their guests and the opening band will be Grand Max. 
SOUTHWINDS 
Southwinds, a literary magazine published by 
GRUMLS (Greater Rolla UMR Metropolitan literary 
Society)' is now on sa le for 75c a copy . This year's . 
magazine fea tures poetry, pr ose and graphics. Watch 
for signs indicat ing sa Ie locations. 
SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE 
A vacancy exists on the St. Joe Minerals Company 
Scholarship for 1976-77. Appl icants m ust be a 
graduating senior 1977, in t he f ield of engineering. 
Contact Student Financial Aid Off ice as soon as 
possible for application . 
ELECT RICAL ENGINEERS 
If you .are a E E ~nd will be unfortunate enough to be 
stuck 10 Rolla th!s s~mmer and are in need of taking 
Math 229 (of which IS not being offered at this time) 
contact Judge Hamilton at 341-2165. If we can get 
to.gether appr?x. 10 to l S people we can get it offered 
with a real live math pr ofessor. That 's 341 -2165 or 
leave a message at KMNR at 341-4272. 
WHO'S WHO APPLICATIONS 
Attention Juniors and Seniors. Applications for 
"Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges 
and Universities" ar e now available at the Student 
Personnel Office or the Univer sity Center Information 
Desk. 
;-1 -~:~i;~r::;--l 
Ford Sales I 
Rolla, Missouri I 
(The Originator Of The I 
Student Finance Plan I 
, In This Area.) I 
Thi s plan a llows the students upon approved credits 
and job, to buy a new car with nothing down ~nd 
payments of $25.00 per month until you are on the lob. 
This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold 
over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students 
this way . See us for all the details. Also you can use 
your own insur;lnce or ours. 
FORD LINCOLN MERCURY 





I ~efore he graduates when he rea lly needs it. " This is a special discount program for students . We will be glad to quote you a price on a Ford or Mercury pr oduct." 
-------------_ .... -
YEARBOOK PICTURES 
Any recognized campus organization who has not, but 
wishes to, have their yearbook picture taken may do 
so by calling either Jeanne Achelpohl or Sherri Clark 
at 341-3560. 
DANCE FRIDAY 
On Friday, April 30th the Student Union Board will 
present their last dance of the spring semester. The 
dance will be featuring a band called "Cartoon" and 
- should prove some good sounds to finish up the year. 
The dance will sta r t at eight o'clock in Centennial Hall 
which shall be free for all with a valid UMR-ID. Why 
not come to dance while taking a break from studying 
dur ing dead week. Let's make this the best dance yet. 
GRAD STUDENTS PICNIC 
The association of graduate students' annual sprin\o 
picnic and games will be held May 2, 11 :30 a.m. at 
lion Club Park pavilion no. 1. A volleyball tournament 
and tug-o-war are planned after the picnic lunch. The 
picnic is free to all graduate students and their 
families . 
CE STUDENT-FACULTY OUTING 
There will be a baseball outing for all Civil 
Eng ineers at lions Club Park, 4:00, Friday, April 
30th. This looks to be the best student vs. faculty game 
ever so come on out & stri ke at a few. There will be 
'iquid r efreshments. 
UMRTRAPANDSKEETCLUB 
The Club invites all students that are interested in 
learning to safely shoot a shootgun to attend any of 
their regu larly scheduled practice sessions. Practice 
is held at the Rolla Trap and Skeet Range (J. P. 
Harr is, Owner) every Wednesday and Thursday af-
ter noons from 3:30 p.m . until dark . For more in-
format ion such as avai lability of guns, shells and 
general cost for pract ice, contact any regular member 
or Dr . Stevens, 304 Engineering Research Lab, phone 
448 1. 
R ETURN LIB RARY M ATERIAL 
The libr ar y wishes to remind students and faculty tha t 
all l ibrary materials shou ld be checked in as early as 
possib le before the end of the semester, May 7th. 
Those who will be graduating should clear library 
records as early as possible. Those who are going to 
remain on campus either as a student or a teacher 
should make arrangements wi th Mr. Grem mer , Mr s. 
Heard or Mrs. Sim mons at the circu lation desk. The 
library does not permi t materia ls to ci rculate for t he 
enti re sum mer off campus . Thank you. 
Delicious Mexican Food 
~~ ~~~~i»~ 
Dining Room-Orders To Go-Open Daily 11 a.m. 
63 S. Rolla, Mo. 364·1971 Closed Monday 
12 -BEst PICTURE! 'w" 2Y~' BE~T ACTOR! .. 
~~. 
.... T ACTRESS! 
,. b' '*K NICHOlSON 
(/'/: ONE FU.WCNER 
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The girls of Wallace Hall 
would like to give special thanks 
to the following groups for their 
help in the 'save a Can for Cure, 
Inc .' , a contest sponsored by 
WRHA. 
Rollamo-an extra BIG thank 
you 
Altman-House 6, second 
floor 
Holtman- House 7, third and 
fourth floor 
Farrar-House 4, third floor , 
Dave 
the Pit- Nail , Pail , Weed, Doc, 
Looney 
Wallace Hall took first place in 
the contest with a winning tally 
of 2296 cans . THANKS FROM 
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Thursday, April 29, 1976 
blue key resume service 
Each year , Blue Key conducts 
its Resume Service . This 
program is designed to assist 
both students who are seeking 
permanent employment and 
companies who are recruiting 
on this campus. The continued 
success of our endeavors relies 
on the interest of the students. 
We would like to explain to you 
exactly how Blue Key's Resume 
Service works and what it 
means to you. 
To participate in this 
program costs you nothing. As 
you pick up your pre-
registration materials, you 'll 
notice a stack of blank resumes 
on the counter . The sign asks if 
you're interviewing next year. 
If you are, take one, and fill it 
out; instructions are attached. 
Return it with your pre-
registration items to the 
Registrar 's Office. If you've 
already pre-registered and 
forgot to pick up a resume 
blank, go back for one. It 
doesn 't take that long to com-
plete. For you, it's as simple as 
that. 
might be for the resumes of all 
CH.E.'s graduating in 
December. 
A number of firms 
traditionally patronize Blue 
Key's Resume Service - big 
name organizations such as 
Amoco, Mallinkrodt, Johns-
Manville , and so on . The 
resume packets they receive 
help to give them a preview of 
their interviewing schedule at 
Rolla . Quite possibly, they could 
spot your resume and ask 
specifically for an interview 
with you while they're here. If 
you have your resume on file 
with Blue Key, this could easily 
happen. 
The members of Blue Key 
take pride in the efforts of our 
Resume Service. Furthermore, 
we'd hate to see you not take a 
few minutes out to file your 
resume with us simply because 
you didn 't know what it was for. 
Help us help you. Thanks. 
Bill Miehe 
Vice-President, Blue Key 
MISSOURI MINER Page 3 
Rain and cool weather didn't stop UMR's Greeks from getting together and 
having a good time. The chariot races were the usual highlights of the many 
comp.etitive events held during the day. 
• miner news 
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Our part of the deal isn't quite 
so simple, though. Toward the 
end of each spring, Blue Key 
compiles a list of the number of 
B.S. candidates graduating the 
following fall and spring. Not 
only is the list compiled by 
graduation date, but it is further 
broken down to each individual 
discipline (E.E., M.E., Engr. 
Mech., etc.;. At this point, Blue 
Key sends all companies that 
interview at UMR this in-
formation. Companies then 
request that we send them 
resumes. A common order 
Chancellor Responds To Faculty Proposals 
wesley 
wins award 
The Wesley Foundation, 
Methodist student group, at the 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
has been named a citation 
winner in the National Center 
for Voluntary Action 1975 
Awards Program . 
A letter to the organization 
from George Romney chairman 
of the na tiona I group, says "The 
panel of judges agree that your 
group is truly deserving of 
national recognition. Your 
recognition is for exemplary 
volunteer activities in the 
community. " 
Gamma Alpha Delta, UMR 
service organization sponsored 
by the United Ministries in 
Higher Education at UMR, has 
also received an award for . one 
of the 10 most outstanding 
volunteer programs in Missouri 
in 1975. 
ROLLA, Mo ., April-
Chancellor Raymond L. 
Bisplinghoff responded Mon-
day , April 26, to eight 
resolutions passed by the 
University of Missouri-Rolla 
faculty. 
The resolutions affecting the 
administration and economic 
status of the faculty and ad-
ministration were over-
whelmingly passed by UMR's 
general faculty last April 6. The 
chancellor was requested to 
give written response to these 
resolutions at least one day 
prior to the next faculty 
meeting. The next meeting of 
the general faculty convenes at 
3:30 p.m . Tuesday, April 27, in 
the Mechanical Engineering 
Auditorium. 
The first resolution calls for 
faculty with administrative 
titles to teach at least three 
credit hours per academic year , 
or have their departmental 
appointments revoked. Dr. 
Bisplinghoff said this will be 
implemented insofar as 
possible, recognizing that for 
some reasons it may not be 
practical. He also pointed out 
that the University tenure 
regulations specifically state 
tha t " No · person shall , lose 
tenure status already 
acquired .. .if he accepts ap-
pointment to ... an ad-
ministrative position ... " 
Resolution two asks that all 
associate and assistant dean 
positions be abolished. The 
The MISSOURI MINER Is Ihe official publlcalion of Ihe sludenl. of 
the University of Missouri-Rolla. It is published at Rolla, Missouri, 
every week during the school year. entered as second class matter 
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chancellor agreed that Dr . Bill 
Atchley's-now on leave-
associate dean of engineering 
position will be eliminated if he 
does not return and the 
assistant dean of arts and 
sciences position will be 
abolished since Dr. Robert 
Sawyer has resigned. He said 
the associate dean of the 
graduate school, the associate 
dean of engineering and 
director of the graduate 
engineering center, the 
associate dean of extension and 
the assistant dean of 
engineering positions will be 
continued. 
The third resolution calls for 
abolishment of the vice chan-
cellor position . The chancellor 
state that Vice Chancellor 
Dudley Thompson will remain 
at his post, pointing out his 
di verse responsibilities and 
more than 20 years of 
distinguished service to UMR. 
Resolution four calls for the 
duties, responsibilities and lines 
of authority for each ad-
ministrator to be published and 
that the faculty conduct an 
annual evaluation of all ad-
ministrative offices . The 
chancellor indicated support of 
this insofar as possible. 
Resolution five reads "No 
faculty member with an ad-
ministrative title shall receive 
additional compensation for 
-administrative duties. " 
Chancellor Bisplinghoff 
maintained that if the campus is 
to secure high-quality ad-
ministrative personnel, it must 
offer competitive com-
pensation. He said, therefore, 
this seems inadvisable. 
The next three are titled 
"Resolutions on the Economic 
Status of the Faculty and 
Administration ." 
Resolution one calls for a line 
item in the next budget for a 12 
per cent cost of living ad-
justment in faculty salaries. 
The chancellor fully endorsed 
the spirit and intent of this 
resolution. However , he also 
told the faculty "my ability to 
implement a resolution such as 
this is little more than yours. 
However, I pledge that I shall 
continue to do everything that is 
within my power to help you 
achieve its aim in the months 
ahead." 
The second of these 
resolutions calls for establish-
ment of minimum salary levels 
of $12,500 for instructor, $15,000 
for assistant professor, $17,500 
for associate professor and 
$20,000 for professor . Dr. 
Bisplinghoff pointed out that 
this in conflict with a long-
standing University policy 
which precludes establishment 
of minimum academic salaries. 
He also said that no unilateral 
salary increase policy can be 
developed for a single campus 
independent of the Uni.versity 
central administration. 
The chancellor also said the 
Board of Curators policy is to 
award academic salary in-
creases on a merit basis only. 
Lastly the chancellor said he is 
willing to recommend a budget 
which would achieve about the 
same total dollar result on 
salaries, but distribute it on a 
merit basis. This would require 
immediate adjustments in 
faculty teaching, research and 
service aSSignments . 
"Because," he said, "in order to 
reallocate these dollars in-
ternally, we must have a con-
tinuing and nearly absolute 
moratorium on replacing or 
adding faculty and ad-
ministrative positions that may 
become vacant l?y attrition or 
be needed because of increased 
enrollment." 
The last resolution asks that 
the increaSing discrepancy 
between salaries of the ad-
ministration as compared to the 
faculty be closed. Chancellor 
Bisplinghoff agreed that faculty 
salaries should be raised to 
narrow this gap as much as 
possible, but pOinted out it 
would be \extremely diffficult to 
close the g~p entirely because 
of the pOints he made in 
response to resolution five . 
Chancellor Bisplinghoff 
closed his letter to the faculty 
with the following: "As a 
university faculty member all 
my adult life, I have long 
believed that the will of the 
faculty majority should be 




1. Should thl!! purchase of the Rollamo yearbook be a r.ldndatory 
fee in the full? • 
Yes :l:l.Li\ b. No 66\ 
2 . Would you purchase a ycarbook it it were optional? 
a. Yes 67.9\ b. flo 30 . :i'\ 
3. Would you toe in favor cof a $1 r('r =-~mester increase in 
fees to refurbish the prC'scnt intramural fields and 
construct new fields, or to help finance non-varsity sports 
clubs? (e.q. Rugby, Water Polo, Soccer, etc.) 
d. Yes 1&.1\ b . t10 23\ 
If ye~ 10 th" dbov .... how would you lHe this money distributed? 
a. $1 rer ~""mest('r tn be splil !oO~ for the intramural 
1 ieldo; lind !oOt fOI' the clubs 1!0 .Li\ 
b. {>l per 5crn('ster' for the intrtlmural fields only. 35 . 2\ 
c. $1 r~r s!"n!CSP!r for the clubs only 1.6\ 
110 response 72.1=1\ 
S. Wo,lld you be in favol' of combining [aster break and St. Pat's 
break? 
Yes n . 7\ b. tlo 71 . 7\ No response 
6. \ot,'ould you he in (lIVOt of ., m.,ndatC'rY .. final in every CO:.H'5C 
'lUI in~ filMl'=- week ilnd eliminating tests durinG the last 
\.I('ck y~~ c~,.\~~es? ~ 92 . 5" No response 
1. How would you rdte the follOWIng 01" <0 the quali ty of 
their servict>s to you the student? 
1. 6\ 
1. 2\ 
Excellent Good fair Below Ave. Poor U. R. 
Rcgistrat" :::; Office 
l; : :' 
33.3 3 .3 ;, :i' lu. .  Student Infirmary 35.2 31. 3 '.8 S .• 
Univcrsity tlousing l.' 9.2 27 .1 18 . 9 22. a II. 3 
8 anJ G '.3 27.5 30.8 17 .1 12.2 '.2 
Student Union 7.7 Li!o.1i 31.Li 8.3 S.O 2.2 
Computer Center 9.3 41.9 28,} 7.9 3 .• 9.' 
Libr,)ry }Ii.l 4Li.8 24 . 9 9.2 3.3 3.3 
Athl .. tic OPpt. S.S 35.1 38.5 9.9 '.7 .. , 
Campus Police 9.8 Li1.6 33.6 .. ' 2.1 •. S 
t.HtiR 20 .0 39.2 24.7 7.3 ,., ' .. 
The lIiner 14'.3 1i2.9 1l0 . Li 8.' 3 .• '.3 
Stud eritCou nc i 1 '.2 36.6 39. J 9.2 3.9 •. 9 
Student Union Board 9.S LiLi.8 31. 9 S . • 3.0 S.l 
St. Pat's BoaI'd 13.0 25. S 25.2 lS.O 15.2 •. l 
8. 'ilo:..lIJ you be in favor of a university bookstore oper,.ned by 
Auxiliary !:nterprises? 
a. Yes 25.2\ b. No 70.7\ No response Ii 1\ 
~----------------------------~ 
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Buckminster Fuller-
Philosophical but Impractical 
On the evening of April 22nd, 
the Mechanical Engineering 
auditorium was filled to 
capacity with students and 
faculty to hear the world 
reknown architect, F . Buck-
minister Fuller , expound on his 
views of our society, its past and 
future. Mr . Fuller spoke in 
conjunction with the 1st Annual 
Social Sciences Symposium , 
par t of the Missouri Academy of 
Sciences convention held at 
UMR last weekend. 
Although Mr. Fuller achieved 
his fame as an architect, he is 
also known as a philosopher. 
And, his philosophy is what Mr. 
Fuller chose to present to his 
audience. Mr Fuller presented 
his ideas on several different 
"mistaken" aspects of our 
society, each on which he had 
some astute observations, but 
offered no suggestions for 
betterment. 
The first subject that Mr. 
Fuller discussed was that of our 
technological development. 
During WW I, Fuller was in the 
British Navy at the time when 
the United States entered the 
war. He noted that it was 
America's productivity that won 
the war for the Allies . This 
victory, plus the rapid 
development of our com-
munications and manufac-
turing processes have led 
mankind to believe in its own 
perfection. Fuller believes that 
society now discourages 
mistakes - mistakes that 
decades ago led to our present 
development . 
The mind that controls all 
these mistakes and develop-
ments is the subject that Mr. 
Fuller explored next. He 
pointed out every other species 
has evolved so that it can only 
exist in one special en-
vironment. For example, fish 
can only live in the water and 
birds are relatively awkward 
when not flying. But, man has 
made no such adaptation. He 
has had to rely on his mental 
capacities to deal with all en-
terms was demonstrated by Mr . 
Fuller with the use of parallel 
and perpendicular objects . Two 
sets of balls , arranged in rows , 
was given to a math teacher at a 
previous lecture. When asked to 
put the balls together the right 
way , the teacher couldn't. This 
was because the teacher tried to 
fi t the balls together in a 
parallel or perpendicular 
patterns , instead of meshing 
them together, at an angle. This 
demonstration showed that 
while the universe is based on 
converging and di verg ing 
patterns, we are taught in 
parallel and perpendicular 
patterns . A reason for this is our 
infinite smallness. We deal with 
such a small segment of the 
universe that all our lines seem 
straight , but in essence, none 
are. 
Although Buckminister 
Fuller is a great mind and did 
present many interesting ideas, 
his. speech was a failure in that 
he didn 't offer any solutions to 
the problems of the future . 
Philosphers are needed and do 
help mankind keep in touch with 
their goals , practical men are 
needed too. Buckminister 
Fuller is a practical man as 
shown through his inventive 
architecture. He should 
publicize this practical side, 
especially to engineers who deal 
in practical issues. 
Beware Of The Flu 
University president C. Brice 
Ratchford , hearing of a possible 
national influenza epidemic 
next fall, has requested UMR 
chancellor Bisplinghoff to begin 
preparations for innoculation of 
UMR students. 
The potentially deadly strain, . 
known as the swine flue, was 
responsible for the death of 20 
million Americans in 1918. The 
behavior of the virus is 
notoriously unpredictable, as 
noted by world famous doctors 
Salk and Sabin. These two men, 
aware of the agricultural traits 
of the UMR area, have ex-
pressed an interest in helping 
the present situation here at 
UMR. 
As far as the Missouri Miner 
has been able to ascertain , 
plans are being started to 
vaccinate first our coeds in 
order to stop any possible 
culturing of the flue virus. 
Secondly, all incoming fresh-
men and present Miners will be 
innoculated. 
It is with these measures that 
any potentially deadly epidemic 
can and will be prevented from 
endangering the species of 
males and coeds. 
Although no one will be 
required to be immunized, 
enough vaccine will be 
prepared for the complete in-
noculation of the student body 
and surround townspeople. And, 
as Dr. Sabin stated it, "Can we 
take a chance?" 
Chancellors 
Response 
Continued From Page 3 
identified and recogniz~ by 
policy wherever possible. As 
many of you know, I have at-
tempted to follow this principle 
by working with the Academic 
Council and its chairman on all 
important policy matters , in-
cluding budget decisions. It is , 
of course, not always possible to 
close the gap between the 
desires of the faculty and 
practical realization . As I 
survey the gap that remains 
between your resolutions and 
what I am unable to accomplish 
because of external constraints , 
I complete this letter with a 
certain amount of sadness." 
vironments and as a result is r,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ 
comfortable in many. 
There are many natural 
phenomenon that the mind has 
solved in adapting to different 
environments. One of the 
greatest of these phenomenon is 
the field of mathematics. Great 
minds such as Galileo and 
Newton discovered the basic 
physics principals through 
methods of observation and 
induction. Earlier geniuses had 
already formulated the number 
system and geometric 
operations. Still, in spite of 
these tremendous discoveries , 
man has limited his viewpoints 
and narrowed his opinions to 
encompass just his immediate 
needs. We sometimes forget 
that the universe is also our 
environment, not just our planet 
Earth. The main reason for this 
kind of thinking, and one of 
Fuller's most popular points all 
evening, was because muscle 
rules our Earth, not minds. 
Mr. Fuller then changed his 
discussion from the theoretical 
to the practical. His talk also 
took a turn to the lighter side at 
this point. 
Mr . Fuller pointed out that 
inspite of our self-centeredness 
and prejudices, man's concept 
of his world are becoming more 
universal. Therefore, our 
semantics and teachings must 
change to accommodate this 
new attitude. 
A typical example of how we 
are not taught to thir k in broad 
WE ARE BUYING 
BOOKS NOW 
Till August 1 Oth 
will not be able to buy 
when Fall Term starts. 
Campus 
Book Store 
Thursday, April 29, 1976 
Activities Budgets 
Each year a II student activity 
organizations are required to publish 
their proposed 1976-77 budgets in the 
MINER. Students are urged to examine 
these budgets and question the 
respective organizations if needed. 
Summa r y of General Lectures Budget for 
f' lscal Years 1975- 76 and 1976 - 77 
Estimated Beginning Balance 




11.372 . 83 
1975-76 1976- 77 
Ac tua 1 Proposed 
.~
1 2 , 413 . 13 10 , 635 . 97 
Student Fees 16 , 063 . 00 17 , 342 . 74 19 , 496 . 00 
Other sour c e s ( Tic k.et Sales ) 10 . 000 . 00 1S . 352 . 98 - 15000 . 00 
Total Es t imate d Income 26,063 . 00 32 , 695 . 72 34 , 496 . 00 
Total Available Funds 37 ,4 35 . R3 4 5 , 108 . 8 5 45 , 131. 97 




2 , 000 
1, 100 
4 ,800 
2 . 300 
1 , 000 
3 . 500 




2 , 000 
926 








Total Estimated Expenditures 33,650 34, 0 17 34, 050 
Estimated Ending Ba l anc e 3 , 785 . A) 11,081 .97 
-Less Sales Tax on conc erts 
11, 0 91.8 5 
~ 
10 , 6 35 . 9 7 
Summal: y C'f Stu'den t Snc:lal and Recrea tional fl.udgets 
for Fiscal Years 1975-76 and 1976-77 
1975- 76 1975-76 1976-77 
Approved Actual Proposed 
~ ~
Estimated Reginn!n) Ral tmce 10,717.92 12,039.39 4, ' 53 . 74 
Estimated Income 
Student Fees 2 3 , 008 . 00 24,169 . 35 25,995. 00 
Other Sources (Summer 1976) 1, 500.00 
Total Es timated Income 
Total Available Funds 
Es t i ma ted Expend i tures 
Sal ar i es 
Regio n XI Expenses 
Secretary 
Films 
F i ne Ar ts 
Ho s pita l ity 
Pub l ic Rela tions 
Recrea t ion 
Social 
Special Events 
23 , 008.00 
33, 725 .92 
4 , 000 
1, 250 
2 , 530 
", 16 5 















1, 0 6 6 
4,100 
...l...t..§.QQ 
27 , 495 . 00 
32 ,448 . 74 
5 , 300 
1 , 500 
2,100 
4, 165 






Total Es timated ExpenJi t u r es 30, 740 31 , 255 31,840 
Estima t ed Ending Balance 4 , 953 . 74 608 . 74 
SUITtn(lr Y o f ROLL/l.MO Budg ClS 
ro r Fi sca l VC <'l rs 19 75- 76 an ti 1976-77 
Estima ted Beginn i ng Bil l ance 
Es t ima t ed Incomc 
Student Fees 
Othe r Sources 
To t a l EHimatcd Incorne 
Toto'l l AV.li l ab l e Funds 
Est im.1tcd [xecndi tures 
S.1 1aric'S 
Hour l y l.Iages 
Eftu i pment 
Promo ti on c.os t s a nd Pri n t ing 
Serv ices 
Hi sce ll aneous 








4 , 100.00 
700.00 
17 ,680.00 








26 , 432 . 00 
2 .850.00-
2 . 000.00 · 
1', 800.00 ~ 
18 ,500.00 · 
845 . 00· 











1, 200 .00 
25 ,000.00 
600 . 00 
70 .00 
31,920.00 
Es t imil t ed Ending Ba la nce 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
· Aclura t e tota l s una va ila bl e unti l yea r book i s pub li s hed i n the Fa ll 1976 . 
sUr·',!AllY (II" 81' , ]\.1.""--: ' T Aim 1'1J{),,;E'T'S 
FPR FISCAL YI~AHS 197')-75 and 1976 - 77 
rf;tim:ltf'd I'e .... innin .. 
l nial1co 
E" t i r.' t. t:!rI Inct):"Ie 
-9Tiirlci,r~~ . .:.~ -
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Frankly Speaking Phil Frank UMR campus in full swing. Be careful about asking someone 
about their sign - unless you 
are prepared to hear also about 
earth signs, fire signs, rising 





This article seeks to ramble 
arbitrarily and indiscrimately, 
thereby reflecting the mental 
processes of its author . Any 
illusion of logical progression or 
responsibility of action is purely 
a matter of necessity. So there. 
To begin (with): Political and 
or matters of public concern: 
business to pay for itself, they 
open another little cafeteria 
upstairs! The Missouri Room 
requires much equipment, 
plus a waitress working every 
day from 8:00 til 1 :00. Come on! 
The place was losing money and 
now it's really losing money. 
And talk about employees, I've 
never seen a place with such an 
adequate supply of employees 
(most of them not students) as 
our Student Union. How 
depressing! Not only will this 
situation probably not change 
toward more efficiency, but 
there is no chance of diverting 
some of the money and em-
ployees not needed in the 
University Center over to the 
library where they are crucially 
needed. We 've become a full-
fledged American bureaucracy 
now; a change such as I'm 
talking about would involve 
enough red tape to mummify all 
the assistant deans. 
/I OUR FUNDS BEf:N cur BACK 
As for poetry, everyone is now 
a poet. All you have to do is 
divide a sentence down the page 
and leave off any grammar and 
you 've got a poem. As far as I'm 
concerned there are two means 
of verbally expressing one's 
self; he can say it or he can sing 
it. To sing it you need melody 
and rhythm . A poem is a word 
song; it is lyrical. You can't 
have melody but you should 
have rhythm . It uses beautiful 
language. Look it up - that's its 
definition. There aren 't many 
more songwriters than there 
ever were, but there are sure 
suddenly a lot more poets. If 
you can't sing it I don't call it 
poetry - and others who know a 
lot more than I do about it don't 
either. Say it in acceptable 
prose if you can't sing it . S<J MIX:H -ruAT ALl- 1 CAN OfTEt:: Moving on again, let's pick on 
the Miner staff. First, don't 
despair, Phi Kaps . Inde-
pendent, non-Phi Kappa 
Theta person will be editor of 
next year's paper the fraternity 
landed even more lower-
echelon jobs than ever before 
and will probably be in full 
. control in another year. 
IS A LimE MOnH~RLV A1A'ICE '.11 
The library is grossly un-
derstaffed and understocked. 
The head librarian has ex-
pressed grave concern whether 
or not it will even pass the 
upcoming accreditation 
evaluation. At the other end of 
the campus is a student wiion, 
which, while certainly not too 
large or expensive for a campus 
the size of UMR, is still grossly 
inefficient. Drop by the 
Missouri Room sometime and if 
you see ten people in there it'll 
be a miracle. According to 
administrative reports, the food 
service o[ the U. Center com-
plex is at present its major area 
of financial loss. This is because 
the local population just doesn't 
create a large enough demand 
on the cafeteria and snack bar 
to allow it to pay for 
itself . Okay. Enrollment 
is down , predicted to come up; 
we'll just have to get along 
somehow - better than shutting 
down. What seems totally 
unacceptable is , given that the 
cafeteria can't do enough 
And speaking of them. There 
definitely is a disparity, I'm not 
yet sure how much , between the 
way this university treats its 
administrative employees and 
its faculty members. We seem 
to truly be top heavy with ad-
ministration both salary wise 
and in sheer numbers. I keep 
thinking of professor Hughes 
Zenor 's statement at the last 
general faculty meeting; "If 
this university could establish 
more equi ty between faculty 
and administrative sala.ries 
p.erhaps it could attract top 
scholars as well as top ad-
ministrators. " By the waYI in a 
meeting of administrative of-
ficials and student campus 
leaders a statement was 
issued that the representatives 
of the student body also endorse 
the administrative cutbacks 
proposed by the committee ·to 
save the faculty. And they mean 
those exact proposals; not 
cutbacks in other areas such as 
the physical plant , etc. There 
was some fear that this pOint 
would not be totally clear. 
Now to move from politics to 
more general matters of a 
philosophical , theological 
nature. Boy, that was corny. 
Buckminster Fuller affects 
people. He 's therefore, if 
nothing else, in a very tiny 
percentage of the human race. I 
wouldn 't even try to describe 
It takes more than a degree 
to make you an engineer. 
You're working hard for your degree in 
engineering. But what will you do when you get It? 
Where will you get the practical experience you need 
to make that degree payoff? 
More and more people like yourself are 
discovering that one of the best places to get on-the-
job engineering experience is in the U. S. Navy. As, a 
commissioned officer in the Civil Engineer Corps. 
Don't let the word "civil" mislead you. The Navy's 
looking for applicants with degrees in electrical, 
mechanical, industrial, architectural, construction, 
nuclear and chemical engineering, too. 
The standards are high. And the opportunities 
impressive. You'll have a chance to travel. Stretch 
your mind. And get your hands on projects you 
couldn't expect to touch for years in civilian life. 
Think you measure up to a get-ahead job like this? 
Why not find out. 
Call: Lt. Chris Hauser collect at (314) 268·2505 for details. 
Navy Civil Engineer Corps. 
his talk. If you weren 't there 
last Thursday, too bad. Catch 
him another time. Really do. 
I 've heard local ~omment 
ranging ' from " visionary 
genius" to "insane, not even 
worthy of the title crackpot. " 
They once cut Einstein down 
too. And Beethoven, and 
Shakespeare, and ... "they " 
should keep their mouths shut 
unless they can do better. I 
wonder what it would be like to 
know as much as Buckminster 
Fuller. I hope I have a tenth his 
energy when I'm 81. 
Moving on (you probably 
think down if you 're still 
reading this at all) . The 
astrology syndromeand rhythm-
less poetry have both hit the 
However I must admit that 
anyone can get on the staff with .. 
a little oerserverence. I did. 
For all those who want to know, 
J. D. stands for Jim Detry a 4.0 
senior E. E. who is the biggest 
Hook Auto Supply 
Big Discounts 
Auto Parts - Accessories - Speed Equipment 
513 Hw. 63 S. Rolla, Mo. 364·5252 
THANKS TO ALL 
FOR 
A GREAT YEAR! 
Hope to see you again this 
summer and next fall. 
iWa Grellner V Sales & Service, Inc. 
THE WORLD'S FIRST 
DISPOSABLE CALCULATOR 
I vouldn't take it to a Minkowski space, 
but for $3.98 und thousands of bytes, 
, '1:'" 
,': of" 









comes in 8 
beautiful 
colors ••. 
A few years ago, calculators were a novelty. They were new. 
They were amazing. They were expensive. Small electronic 
calculators are now plentiful and cheap, and it's about time 
they started being designed with the user in mind; With that 
goal, we developed the BENSON BUTTERFLY. Just look at 
these exclusive features: 
It's disposable. You buy no adapter, recharger, or new 
batteries. When it runs down you just throw it away because 
It's cheap. The Butterfly costs only $3.98. 
It's molded to fit comfortably in your hand. Model 'A' for 
righthanders, model 'B' for lefthanders. 









Remember ... The Butterfly ... The Pretty One 
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Spotlight 
The Miner Staff a maior turnover . 
______________________ by Linda Ponzer 
With five of the eight major 
editors on the Miner staff either 
graduating or simply stepping 
down out of their office the Fall 
1976 Miner promises to have 
major changes in its present 
format. 
editor for one semester. IDs 
hobbies include golf, softball 
and music. He plays the guitar 
on Thursday from 10:00 p.m. to 
1 :00 a.m. at Frederic's located 
on Hwy 63 and Cedar. 
senior in Mecanical 
Engineering , Art is from 
Eillisville, MO. Art will work 
for Texas Pacific Oil Co. in 
Midland Texas and plans on 
getting married in July. 
Dan Shelledy, editor of the 
Miner for the past two years 
and on the staff for an ad-
ditional one and a half years, 
will step down from his position 
after this spring semester. He 
will remain on staff in an ad-
visory position. 
Upon graduation, Bob will 
begin work as an Assistant-
Programmer for the Missouri 
Highway Patrol in Jefferson 
City. During his years at UMR, 
Bob has been a member of Blue 
Key and Theta Tau. He has also 
served as President and 
Secretary of Phi Kappa Theta 
fraternity. 
Besides being active on the 
Miner staff, Art was on the 
Varsity Rifle Team and in 
Pershi'ng Rifles. He also served 
as vice-president of Phi Tau 
Sigma, the Mechanical 
Engineering Honorary Society. 
His past contributions to the 
Miner include creating a 
greater student interest in the 
paper by promoting the Letters 
to the Editor column and by 
creating Bullboard. In the past 
he held the positions of News 
Editor and Assistent Features 
Editor. 
Dan is a senior, graduating 
this December in the field of 
Mining Engineering. He is from 
Franklin PA. During his stay at 
UMR he has been Treasurer of 
Blue Key. Secretary of Phi 
Kappa Theta fraternity and a 
member of AIME. Dan enjoys 
playing golf, tennis, foosball 
and skiing. He also plays the 
guitar. Upon .graduation he will 
seek work from a Miing 
Company in Underground Coal. 
Reflecting over his two years 
as editor, Dan had this to say: 
"It's a challenge to put out a 
weekly university paper with a 
staff of mainly Engineering and 
Science majors with no time 
and no journalism experience. I 
feel our staff has done its best to 
produce a pa per that interests 
the UMR students and faculty. I 
hope this interest will continue 
in the future years." 
Business 
past year, Dennis has 
also been Managing Editor for 
one year, news editor for one 
semester and a writer with the 
Miner for a total of three and a 
half years. He first started on 
the staff as a second semester 
freshman as a write who would 
wri te the news and if there 
wasn't any news he would make 
some. 
Dennis is a graduating senior 
in Civil Engineering, coming to 
UMR from Jeff City. Upon 
graduation in May he will work 
for the Peabody Coal Company, 
located fifty miles north of 
Columbia. He will have a 
management type position. 
Of his many hobbies , Dennis 
enjoys lifting weights, tennis, 
racket ball , motorcycles and . 
music. His interest in music 
stems back to High School 
where he played Violin and 
Guitar. Dennis is also a 
member of Phi Kappa Theta 
fraternity. 
Bob Born, a graduating senior 
in Computer Science has been 
Managing Editor of the Miner 
for the past year. He has also 
served as Feature editor for one 
year and as assistant feature 
Looking back over the years, 
Bob said that UMR has changed 
since he got here; 
"There's not as much school 
spirit. It used to be people would 
get together for teams at 
games, but now the stands are 
only half full." 
A senior in' Civil Engineering, 
Rich Markey, has been News 
editor of the Miner for the past 
two years . He has been on staff 
a total of two and a half years. 
This fall he will step out of his 
position and take an advisory 
type position till he graduated in 
December. 
In his spare time Rich enjoys 
football and tennis. After 
graduation he plans to find a job 
in construction. While here at 
UMR, Rich has been a member 
of Blue Key , ASCE and Theta 
Tau. He has also served as 
Secretary of the S1. Pat's Board 
and Pledge Master of Phi 
Kappa fraternity. 
Photo editor for the past two 
years, Art Stevenson is leaving 
Rolla and UMR upon 
graduation in May. He was on 
staff of the Miner for an ad-
ditional one and a half years. A 
NEW 
PROGR·AM 
LOST ON PARKING LOT~WALKING CANE RIGHT BEFORE 
Easter. If found please return to Chemical Engineering Bldg. or 
call W. T. Schrenk at 364-2304. 
FRESHMEN & SOPHOMORES 
WHO ARE 
VETERANS & 
FORMER JROTC STUDENTS 
Rolla's 
Western & Sportsman Shop 
FINEST IN WESTERN APPAREL 
Highway 63 South 341-3020 
YOU NO LONGER 
HAVE TO WAIT 
ENROLL NOW 
IN ADVANCED ROTC 
AND RECEIVE $100 PER MONTH 
CONTACT: 
MAJ. HARRIS FLANAGIN 
ARMY ROTC DEPARTMENT 
LAND SURVEY BUILDING 
341-4741 
..........•....•....•...••...•.....•....•.•.••....•.•...... '.........••....•......•..•....•....•.• ~. 
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~Il~ ~clill el-lI;~t-lIc""~ ~~ 
'-II- ~..:: ~" . ".~ ~Il~ Crafts· Hobbies ~ 
~II~ Artists Supplies ~I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t* ~ ~Il~ 60S PINE ROLLA, MISSOURI PHONE 364-5581 ~~ 
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All or 
Nothing 
cynic but perhaps the cleverest 
person I've ever met. He 's a 
talented (and tempermental) 
artist with a ridiculous sense of 
humor and a ridiculously high 
I.Q. I felt (although it's against 
his wishes) that he really does 
deserve some straight 
recognition . He and Lou 
Reinisch make a team that 
UMR hasn ' t known since 
Anderson and Elvin (and 
they 're a lot brighter). 
Final Cracks: 
Coming soon: "All the 
President's Women " starring 
C. Brice Ratchford or was it 
"all the Chancellor'S Men" 
starring Ass Dean after Ass 
Dean. I really should have put 
the periods after Ass , I guess. 
We now seem to have a 
student union which is totally 
out of the student's hands (it's 
offictal name is University 
Center East and West) . 
Will the yearbook have 
everyone 's name right,now that 
it looks like their fees will 
continue, or will we see 
" Unknown, unknown , 
unknown .... 
Oh yes, Turkey season opened 
Tuesday. Now what do you 
think I'll do with that one? Ha! I 
bet you didn't think I'd use it as 
an ending, right? Well, here 
goes. Because it 's now turkey ' 
season I 'm submitting this 
outlandish piece of 
tripeographical residue to the 
Miner and won 't be seen outside 
my house until the season ends. 
Have a good summer everyone. 
Sequel 
I didn 't say one good thing in 
the above article. Let me think . 
There are lot 's of nice teachers 
and students here. Bisplinghoff 
handles himself superbly in 
public I think we're fortunate to 
have him, and finally, of course 
I realize nobody gives a damn 
what I think (if they would only 
be that nice! ) Why, do you think 
I've got enough nerve to write a 
piece like this? See you next 
year . 










Central Savings & Loans 
United Sa v ings & Loan 
Rolla Volk swagen 
Rusty Litchfi eld 
Colonial Lan es 
Dear Editor: 
This response hopefully will 
answer the questions posed by 
"a concerned student" in your 
Thursday, March 25, 1976, issue. 
Auxiliary Enterprises on this 
campus operates both the 
University Center and all 
student housing , temporary, 
married student a nd dor-
mitorites and must pay debt 
service and-Qr rental from the 
revenue mental income and-Qr 
services. 
The basic philosophy in 
operating both the University 
Center and student housing is to 
provide the greatest amount of 
facilities and services for the 
least amount of expenditures. 
The level of service, the hours of 
service, the type of food, the 
quality of food, the quality of the 
facilities , the rental rate and the 
amount of fees are all variables. 
The cost of debt service is fixed . 
Available to the public are the 
Financial Statements and 
Supplemtanl Schedules for the 
year ended June 30, 1975, and 
auditor 's report prepared by 
Haskins and Sells, Certified 
Public Asscountants hired by 
the Curators of the University of 
Missouri. This campus is also 
audited by internal auditors of 
the Univer3ity of Missuri which 
establishes and audits internal 
control accounts . 
The University Center has 
financial problems because the 
bonded indebtedness was 
established based on an 
enrollment of 6,840. There have 
been comments that the 
campus built too large a 
Uni versity Center. I don't 
happen to agree with that but it 
does appear that we have a 
center larger than we can pay 
for based upon the present 
commitments made in its 
behalf. 
It is possibly significant that 
the total student union fee of 
$15.00 per semester genera ted 
$115,886.51 or 22.8 per cent of the 
income generated at the 
University Center. The cost of 
operation which has been such 
that we are unable to break 
even and as a campus we have 
had to supplement the income to 
offset expenditures in the 
RELAX and ENJOY 
Schlitl 
on tap at 
Frederic's 









Hwy 63 & Cedar 
University Center. These 
condi tions of unbalance be-
tween income and expenditures 
dictated that we increase in-
come, reduce expenditures or 
some combination of both. The 
basic theory of making the most 
available for the least cost must 
be compromised in some 
degree. 
The University Center has 
required supplementary fund-
ing during the past three years 
and unless there is a substantial 
increase in enrollment there 
will be need for supplemental 
funding again this year. We 
know form internal auditing 
data where the problems are, 
however , instant correction is 
not possible. 
This explanation hopefully 
will state our position to those 
who are concerned and further 
should indicate that we are 
aware of the problems and are 
attempting all reasonable 
approaches to attempt to solve 
the many problems. 
I would hope that I have not 
oversimplified the problems nor 
the actions that Auxiliary 
Enterprises is engaged in at-
tempting to operate the 
UniverSity Center and Student 
Housing under the most difficult 
of operating conditions. 
Joseph D. Wollard 
Pla ster Key 




French Studio & Camera Store 




o. D. K . Apartments, Inc. 
J erold L ewis 
Gregg Bonagurio 
lena's Steak Hous e 
Holiday Inn 
Bernie's Catering Service 
In surance Claim Dept. 
Athmer Construction Ltd. Inc. 
Chub & Jo's 
S & S Electronics 
Quality Cleaners 
Bacon Furniture 
Rolla Motor Parts Inc. 
Th e Fashion Shop 
Triad Printing Co. 
Estey Jewelry 






King Coyne Chevrolet 
Kenmark Sporting 
French Studio 
The Last Great American 
Hot Dog Stand 
Robert Verburg 
Triad Printing Corp . 
Chub & Jo's 
Hiram & Mortimers 
Campus Book Store 
Needlecraft Shop 
Rolla Daily News 








17 STEAMING VARIETIES 
SANDWICHES AND BEER 
DIAL 364·2669 








4 p.m. to 2a.m. 




Thursday, April 29, 1976 
Summ.)rv o f 'qssnURI MIN ~:R Budge t s 
for Fi sca l vea rs 1975 - ]6 ilnd 1976 -77 
Est ilTl.)ted Beginning Balolnce 
Est Imated Income 
Sludcnt Fce~ 
Ot he r Sources 
Tota l Estimated Income 
To t a l A ... a i lilbl e Funds 
Est imiH ed l.~pcndj lur es 
Sa l ,J rl es 
Hourly l.Iage s 
Equ i pment 
Promo t ion Cost s a nd Pri ntin g 
Se r v i ces 
Mis cellaneous 








26 187 . 52 
1910 . 00 
500 . 00 
15000 . 00 
150 . 00 
520.00 
24530 . 00 
1975 - 76 
Ac t ua l 
650 . 02 
IH8t.. . 12 
10493 . 57 
23977 . 69 
24627 . 71 
7525 . 69 
687 . 97 
14487 .1 0 
229 . 8t.. 
-ill..:..!.7 




1 ~ I l . 94 
15IM . OO 
10500 . 00 
2566t.. . OO 
27 175 . 94 
7910 . 00 
700.00 
16000 . 00 
200 . 00 
400 , 00 
25210. 00 
1657 . 52 151 1.94 Estimated End i."';.;;',. ' .'"." _________ __ 1965 .91o 
Surnmolry o f Had 10 1\~1l\1I Budgets 
fo r Flsc,1 1 Ve,Jrs 1975-76 and 19 76-77 
1975 - 76 1975 - 76 1976 - 77 
Approved Actua l Proposcd 
~ Oudqct 
Es t imated BC2 inrlin2 8oll,1nc<! 0.00 5:.18:.1.56 5287.56 
Estill'ilted l ncorne 
St uden t Fccs 20192. 00 21035. 00 21663.00 Ot hcr Sou r ces 
Tota l Est imated Income 20192.00 210:.15 . 00 21663.00 
To ta l Availab le Fund s 20 192 . 00 26'118 . 56 26950.56 
( 'lo t imat ed E x~endi tures 
S,1I,1 r ies 5865.00 5865 . 00 6855.00 
Hou rl y 'W",ges 5250.00 5635 . 00 6645.00 
Equ i pmen t 244 5 . 00 2918 . 00 1965.00 
Prcmo tl on Cos ts and Pr i nti ng 650.00 5 28 . 00 1255.00 
Se rv ices 5832.00 5900.00 4843. 00 
Mi sce l l"' neous 150 .00 225. 00 100.00 
Tota l Es ti mate s Expendl tu res 20192. 00 2 11 31. 00 2 1663. 00 
Esti m"' t e d End ing Bal", nce 0.00 5 281. 56 5287.56 
ALYM~ V BEER 
"'. 
."Its the Wate 
from the distributor of 
Stag 
Norm Deleo Distributing, . Cuba 
crossword puzzle """Ar.=Jn~_e'w;;;r;to""pu="'o_.. Nr.;0':r,'6=O '-' 
~ 0 15 r 
ACROSS 
1 Descriptor of 
a line, e.g. 
curved 
5 Cereal grain 
8 Persian titl e 
12 Day of Wrath : 
Dies ···· 
13 Creek 
14 Race horse 
.... Ridge 
15 Descriptor of 
a line 
17 Descriptor of 
a line 
19 Obstruct 
20 Peruvian cit y 
21 Arthurian lad y 
23 The Mets' 
stadium 
24 Row 
26 Believes (Fr . ) 
28 Joke 
31 The Bug 
32 Vase 




38 Decimal point 
39 Footless 
41 Descriptor of 
a line 
43 Receded 
45 Last movement 
of a sona ta 






form : air 
52 Affirmative 
vote 
54 Ostrich ·like 
bird (vaf.l 
55 Promontory 
56 Fido, for 
exampl e 
57 Stock exchange: 
highs and .. . 
DOWN 
1 Wait 




mtn . ra nge 





7 ... Maha l 
8 Bicker 
9 Descriptor 





16 The Odyssey, 
fo r one 





25 Small , pointed 
tool 
27 Table scrap 
29 Fuss 
30 Destroy the 
interior of 
35 Works 
36 Vein con · 




L"R L I 








T 0 so 
o UE 
00 M S 
p 0 





40 Black tea 
of Ceylon 
42 A or E, 
for instance 
43 Israeli Foreign 
Minister 






50 Tennis term 
53 Biblical pt'onoun 
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BDEAH. BDEAH THAT'S ALL F~O_L_K~S~~ __ J_.D--,. 
EM~MQIOR illE fIR!.T P/lAlfL of WI:L.l., TItE F~e!.AMeN H-~vE. ~EE N 
TilE. r::1~!:.T sfRII>? L.IIl.Ef1.M60, ~lJ'" NOT p,,/ ~vl ,I-\~N& 
A~(;L. ,1\£111, SAvio/{ I!:. n-t~ 
E SETTING- 15 VN\ • HE RfSllMEN (\E&I!.T~I\R., wflo 1-\1\5 ~OMDTEO TItE 
AR t OPf'U.s.sEO ~N\) PERSE. Cv r E l). SukIiIVIN(" fRESHMEN 10 So MoR~ Sift'tli~ , 
\')UT T~.'I Ii AVE. L E6t ND~- A IV D 
A HoLY BOlK (v,lIm A <:'ENrE~f'oL~) 
THAT SA'!!' OI'\E flAy A !f1ESSJAti 
WILl c.olV\t T0 IYlRKi TJ1f.v1 FR~E . 
To S.D·. Rucker: You'll see my lawyers 
in the morning. 
This year, we will choose a select 
number of top college graduates for 
our Nuclear Power Program . And 
naturally, we want to give every 
qualified man a fair chance of being 
considered. So, we urge you to act 
quickly. 
The first thing you should know 
about the Navy 's Nuclear Power 
Program is that it is probably the 
most comprehensive training 
available in the nuclear field . 
It is also the most rigorous. 
It's got to be . The majority of our 
country's nuclear reactors are 
operated by Navymen. And sin ce we 
expect you to begin w ork as quick ly as 
poss i ble, it is an accelerated 
program . 
The hours are long . The course 
difficult . 
What's more, in order to qualify, 
you must have a solid background in 
engineering, math or physics. And 
have what it taks to be an offic;er in 
the U. S. Navy. 
You must also be a man with a 
unique sense of dedication. For, once 
you have completed our program , you 
could be in charge of the supervision, 
operation and maintenance of a 
division of the reactor plant on one of 
our nuclear-powered ships or sub· 
marines. 
You 've studi ed and you've worked . 
Now make it all mean something . 
Find out m ore about the Navy's 
Nuclear Power Program from our 
Officer Programs Officer w hen he 
v isits your campus. Or, call co ll ect Lt . 
Chris Heuser, (314) 268-2505. 
Explore the Nuclear Navy 
Ever wonder what's inside your calculator? With 
the advances in solid state technology, the whole 
works consists of: Case, keyboard, batteries, LE 0 
display, and a calculator chip . The calculator chip 
gets input from the keyboard, performs the 
operations, and sends its answer to the display. 
Imagine, all that work done by a little device only an 
inch long! Here is a picture of a typical calculator 
. chip ; in this case, the INTEL 7007. 
TOP HAT LOUNGE 
~ 
Miners Hang Out 
Michelob & Bottle Beer 
Above ABC Bowling Lanes Downtown 
For A Great Year 
Have A Good Summer 
And See You In The Fall 




116 W. 8th Rolla Mo. 65401 
NOW. 
Cotnplete Scientific Programmability frotn 
Hewlett--Packard for $30 less than ever before. 
an electronic slide rule 
you can program com-
pletely. The reason: It 
solves repetitive problems 
easily and quickly. 
Here's how. Switch to PRGM. 
Enter the keystrokes you need to solve 
your problem once and then flip the PRGM 
switch to RUN. That's it. The only thing you 
have to do for each iteration from then on is 
enter your variables and press the RlS (Run! 
Stop) key. It's that simple . 
The result: Repetitive problems are no 
longer a repetitive problem. 
But that's only part 0f the HP-25 story. 
Here's more. You can add to, check or edit 
yqur programs at will . You can also w.rite one-
second interruptions into your program in 
case you want to note intermediate answers. 
And because the keycodes of all prefixed 
functions are merged, the 49-step program 
memory can actually store up to 147 key-
strokes. (How's that for a memory capacity!) 
What's more, you can store numbers in eight 
data registers and perform 72 pre programmed 
functions and operations (logs, trig, mean 
deviations, rectangular-polar conversions, 
summations-you name it). Not to mention 
RPN logic; fixed decimal, scientific and 
engineering notation; and much, much more. 
In fact , if you wanted to know all the 
HP-25 can do for you it would take a book. 
But don't worry, we've already w.ritten one-
125 pages-worth -just chock full of applica-
tions programs and problem solutions. Such 
as Algebra and Number Theory, Numerical 
Methods, Statistics -even Games. In detail. 
And don't forget the best news. The 
price. The HP-25 was an exceptional value at 
$195. Right now it's an out-and-out bargain 
at $165" 
The HP-25. There's never been a calcu-
lator with this kind of capability at this kind 
of a low price before, with HP's name on it. 
And you know what that means. Design, 
performance and a back up support system 
you just can't get anywhere else. 
The HP-25 is almost certainly available 
at your college bookstore. If not, call 
800-538-7922. (In Calif. 800-662-9862) 
toll-free to find out the name of your nearest 
dealer. _ 
HEWLETT lIJ PACKARD 
Dept. 658E 19310 Pruneridge Avenue. Cupertino. CA 95014. 
Sales and se rvice from 172 offices in 6S countries. . 
"Suggested retail price . excluding applicable slate and local13xes-
Continental U.S .. Alaska & Hawaii. 616/U 
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Pi Kappa Alpha wins in-
tramural softball. Pi Kappa 
Alpha managed to squeak by 
Tech Engine 4-1 on a muddy 
field. Due to the muddy field 
many men in scoring position ' 
were caught off of base or 
slipped and fell down . 
In the third place game Theta 
Xi scored three runs in the last 
inning to edge Kappa Alpha 9-8 
on a field which was in even 
worse shape than the other 
field. 
The points given for . softball 
have not yet been tallied but a 
rough estimate would·stillieave 
Tech Engine about 7 points 
behind Sigma Phi EpSilon with 
only intramural track left to get 
the points. Tau Kappa Epsilon 
is not out of the race but are well 
back in third place. The top 
fifteen organizations are: 
Sig Ep 2086.5 pts . 
Tech Eng. 2044.5 pts. 
TKE 1992.0pts. 
Sig Nu 1829.0 pts. 
Lambda Chi 1783.0 pts. 
PiKA 1744.5 pts. 
Pi K Theta 1636.0 pts. 
Kap Sig 1599.5 pts. 
Beta Sig \577.0 pts. 
Sig Tau 1514.0 pts. 
MRHA 1496.0 pts. 
KA 1388.5 pts. 
Theta Xi 1249.5 pts. 
Delta Sig 1084 .0 pts. 
Wesley 1071.0 pts. 
Intramural track will be held 
Thurs. afternoon at the football 
field . 
Intramural man of the year is 
Gregg Carlson from Lambda 
Chi, the runners up are Dennis 
Woodruff from KA , Ken 
Jenkerson from Tech Engine, 
and Mark Moran from TKE. 
Congratulations to them all . 
Saturday several members of 
the UMR team travelled to 
Springfield to compete in the 
SMS Relays. UMR was 
represented at the meet by the 
one mile and two mile relay 
teams and also by a pole 
vaulter. The mile relay team 
composed of Rodney Bullock, 
Ken Stab , Mike Lewis , and 
UMR Beaten 
AtSMS 
It took a super play by South-
west Mo. State centerfielder 
Bob Blakely to defeat the Miner 
baseball team last Friday, 4-1. 
His ca tch of a dri ve to deep 
center off the bat of pinch hitter 
Kevin Killian resulted in a 
double play. 
. Wade Palmer, the SMS pit-
cher , had a two hitter and a 4-1 
lead going into the seventh in-
ning , but he quickly got into 
trouble by hitting Greg Derbak 
and walking Mark Moran. After 
Moran was forced out at second, 
Killian hit a screaming liner to 
centerfield. Blakely surprised 
everyone by making an out-
standing catch near the fence 
with his back to the infield. 
Short was easily doubled off 
first, ending the inning. 
Left fielder Greg Derbak 
collected three of the four Miner 
hits in the contest, including two 
doubles ; and he drove in the 
only run. Center fielder Mark 
Moran had a single, the only 
other UMR hit. 
Rusty Litchfield absorbed the 
loss , and although he has pit-
ched well this season, his record 
stands at 0-5. 
The Miners were rained out 
Saturday in Springfield. 
For the season, UMR is now 1-
6 overall , and 1-12 in the league. 
This weekend they will host 
Central Mo. State in a three 
game set. $ OLDSMOBILE ~ BUICK ,.. AMC 
R. A. ECK MOTOR CO., Inc. Since 1951 
500 Hwy. 63 South 364-1323 P. O. Box 1126 ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401 
Dear UMR Graduates: 
Congratulations on your forthcoming graduation. You have worked hard to receive your 
degree and one of your rewards will be an opportunity to work intile engineering department of 
the company of your choice. 
Our company has offered special finance arrangements to the UMR seniors since 1951. We 
offer these same terms to you on tile new Buick or Oldsmobile of your choice. These terms 
include a low down payment of trade in and low monthly payments until you are established in 
your new position. 
We would like for you to visit our dealership and seethe new models we have on display. Our 
sales staff will then price a car to your exact specifications and be most happy to order it for 
you if you desire. It would be a nice graduation present. 
Very truly yours, 
MSM - Class of '43 
Roger Vessel did not place. The 
two mile relay team was made 
up· of Craig Bowen , Mike Lewis, 
Greg Kaiser , and Mike 
Anderson, which was able to 
take second place with a time of 
2:02 minutes. Keith Spalding 
took third in the freshman pole 
vault division with a height of 
13'6". 
The next and final meet of the 
season is the conference track 
meet. Coach Allgood has high 
hopes that Spalding, Vessel, and 
Craycraft will be able to qualify 
for nationals at conference. 
This would give UMR six 
national qualifiers as Bullock. 
O'Dear , and Clie qualified 
earlier this year. 
the 
CHALLENGER 
at 7 oz. 
~'LITTLE BLUE" 
Introducing "Little Blue" ... 
the new seven-ounce 
Aluminum Can for Pabst 
Blue Ribbon beer. Available now in 
eight-packs that go anywhere. Taste the 
challenger. You 'll never go back 
to anything else . 
Pabst. Quality always comes through. 
PABst BR£WlHG COMPANY MILWAUKEE, WIS. PEORIA HEIGHTS. I L~ . NEWARK, H J , lOS ANGEl[S, CAL , PASS!, GA. 
Grellner Sales and Service 
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Women's Intramural All-Stars 
Play Close Game 
"TUDU!/ COl:r~CII. IQ76-77 OPr.RATINC ~UDGn 
Advisors: [I.G . Wix!':on 
A. II . Daane 
The Women 's Athletic team were playing: Sue 
Department, headed by Annette Maskill , Lois Luerman, Katie 
Caruso, is , it seems, growing Kunkel , Carol Russell, Lois 
more extensive with each year . Friedenberg, Peggy Cahil , 
The latest event sponsored by Debbie Gower , Leesa Cravens, 
Ms . Caruso was this season's Margaret White, Jeanetta 
Women's Intramural All-Star White and Rita Weber. On 
Game. Out of the regular Co-ed Suiter 's team the players were: 
teams here on campus, twenty Judy Roper, Deb Ferner , 
eight girls were chosen to play Debbie Benet, Angie Backer, 
on two teams under the Ronnie Durling, Terri Payne, 
coaching of Doug Peterson and Terri Noelker , Joy Ewens, 
Dave Suiter. On Peterson's 
Becky Meisner , Charlotte 
Marsh and Margaret Beecher. 
It was a close, tight game all 
the way as the winning run was 
scored in the bottom of the 
seventh, the last inning played. 
With a final score of 9-8, Doug 
Peterson's team, the Red 
Shirts, inched their way past 
their competition by one 
run, indicating a very evenly 
matched contest. 
Miner Tennis Team Beats 
Lincoln For First Win 
The Miner tennis team won 
their first match of the year. 
UMR defeated L. U. by a score 
of 4 to 3. L. U. was short a player 
so the match was only a 7 game 
match. In singles Jim Ward won 
with a tie breaker in his last set. 
Number two man Rusty Crane 
won his match to make the 
score 2 to O. Bill Stein lost 
followed by Ernie Vogel who 
won and Dave Taylor who won. 
In the doubles the first team 
composed of Kaplin and Ward 
won. While the second team 
composed of Crane and Vogel 
lost. 
The Miners play L. U. again 
on Thursday April 29 for their 
last regular season match. 
After tha t will be Conference 
which will be held at Merryville 
this year. Coach Morgan 
predicts that N. W. M. S. will 
take first this year. 
Golfers Finish Seventh In 
Crossroads 
The Miner golf team recently 
competed in the "Crossroads of 
America .Tournament" which 
was held at Joplin. The tour-
nament was comprised of 26 
teams and UMR finished 
seventh overal1. The first place 
school was East Central 
Oklahoma. Each school played 
five men and counted their best 
Of America 
four. The low score for UMR 
was shot by Wess Goodson who 
shot a 80-76 for a 156 tota1. Bruce 
Roney shot a 76-81 for a 157 
total , Alan Parkinson shot a 83-
81 for a 164 total , Mike Keiffer 
shot a 82-80 for a 162 total , and 
Royce Vessel shot a 82-82 for a 
164 tota1. 
The next meet will be the 
conference tournament. The 
Miner 's have a very good 
chance of winping if they can 
beat SMS. UMR finished two 
strokes under SMS a t the 
crossroads tournament but SMS 
beat UMR earlier in the season, 
so it should be very close. 
I.!'\ im,HI'd Re~',inllinR Bal<lllr.e 
Stud.ult il!f'S 
rOT AI. L:'T IltATlD 111(0111 
!.:x periD IT\) Rl~> 
';,11..1\'i,·' . .loll \01,11' ..... 5 (ye.lrly) 
l'I"'~i<lcnt i.t 1 
Sl"'-rctarial 
PI'Omot ion CO!<lS 
Wlv"s Who Rec("S'.nitlOn Banqu('t 
"'Tioll<11 r-\{'('rinp's 
rldvert i5inr.-Bll\(.' Yey Ad 
I'rinrim', and Publication" 







C.lmpns Orr,ani7:ilt i on!'; 
Pp.cruitinv, and Hospitality 
AcllHluC ts - r,uest s , ReC'or.1l i t ion . Of f ieers 
Gift:> fot' Spr i ng Bcl llquct . 
Hrmber5hip RC'cnfnition 
Miscellaneous and SuppliC's 
New Projects 
TOTAL LSTJHATf:n EX r nJDITURES 
APPROPRIATIOIIS 
I:$T111/\11:O CNnltlr, Tl/\LAIlCE & COt·!TINr.rNCY PORTJON 
SUIMI,l r y of Grad. Stu. AssOc. 8udg e t s 
for F i sca l Yea r s 1975·76 and 1976- 77 
Est imated Bcginn i nQ Ba l ance 
£uimated Income 
Student fees 
Othe r Sou r c('s 
Total ~st imatcd Income 
Tota l Avai tab l e Funds 
Est imated [Xfll!ndi lures 
Salaries 
Hour l y Wages 
Equipment 
PromOl;"n Costs and Printin9 
Services 
Misce l laneous 
Tota l Estima.tes Expendi tures 
Est i mated Ending Balance 
1975-76 1975 - 76 
Approved 
~








Ac t ua l 









BROYLES DISTRIBUTING COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 783, ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401 
PHONE: 314 364·3676 HOME: 364·2350 
DISTRIBUTORS OF: ~ 
Dear UMR Student Body: 
SCHLITZ 
MALT LIQUOR 
1"176 - 77 Allotments 
$1500 . 00 
8215 . 00 
5n . 00 
660 . 00 
100 . 00 
1100.00 
70 . 00 
1180 . 00 
25 . 00 
fi15 . 00 
300 . 0 0 
100 . 00 
300 . 00 
100 . 00 
100 . 00 
300 . 00 
150 . 00 
630 . 00 
)00 . 00 
1100 . 00 












601 5.0 0 
2500 . 00 
1200 . 00 
We hope this past year has been both a successful and pleasant one. 
Enjoy your summer and come back next fall in good health. 
Thank you for a wonderful year. 
